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Prima Power Software
Solutions to Maximize Throughput
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The Software

- User friendly, integrated, and automated tool for
programming Prima Power equipment
- The system can be used as a single part drafting
and tooling program or as a fully-automated machine
tool management system
- CAD functions, 2D import, and 3D unfold (optional)

Synchronized Tool Data
The tool and turret data in Tulus® and NC Express™
are synchronized: the tool names and sizes are the
same in both tool libraries.
Thus, you can use the tools of the active turret in
CAM software and minimize the tool changes in the
production run.
NC Express™ Unfold

NC Express™ Nest

NC Express™ Turret

Inventory control
- Monitor storage status
- Manage:
- part
- cassette
- material inventory

Tulus® Coil line

Tulus® Cell

- Control machine setup operation, tools,
and laser
- Manage machining order, sorting &
stacking
- View the status data of the machines
and devices
- Graphical operation, tests, and diagnostics

Tulus® Cell

Tulus® Office

- Schedule the machines with calendar
- Edit the active task list on the fly
- Monitor all the machines in one
view

Tulus® Production Reporting

- Get reports of processed production
- Manage the raw material inventory

Tulus® Office

Tulus® Performance Reporting

- Get machine efficiency and utilization
reports
- Get idle failure & time reports
- View production details and trend

Tulus® Web Information System

Tulus® Performance Reporting

- Monitor the machine status, the
active NC program, and the
production run
- Know when the next machine stop is
going to be
- Easy-to-use with Internet browser,
for example with a computer,
smartphone or tablet

Tulus® Mobile Information System

- Get information on machine
performance directly to your
mobile phone
- Foresee productional requirements
and minimize machine idle time
- Online information about production
phase

Tulus® Web Information System

Spark Your Production!

Tulus® Mobile Information System
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